Abstract
The methods used to design ehe global angle of open pic mines are noc adapced (o design ehe benches. This paper presents a mechodoiogy in order co scudy ehe scabilicy of ehe benches. This meihodology is based on geomearical modelling of ehe rraccured rock mass wich provide an assemblage of blocks. The block siability is analysed by mechod based on limic equilibrium. In order co take inco accounc ehe s;aciscicai aspect of ehe discondnuides, an opcimal nu-mber of simulacions is recommended. Thus, ehe resul[s can be incerpreced scatisrically. This mechodology was applied for 22 benches in 5 dufereru mines, ehe resuks obcained are consiscenc wich ehe observed instabilides.
When the slopes concain benches and berms is: is noc possible a pdod to elirmnace all risks of failure of ehe same scale äs the benches. Indeed, chis risk is greacer for vedcal or almost venicai facss and ii: would require coo decailed a knowledge of rhe SG""dC;ure of the rock mass, w'nich is noc possible s-c this Stage reasabilicy, for a forecasi co be perfecdy reliable. On ehe ocher hand some degres of risk of failure on a scale comparable wich ehe benches may be accepced if ehe rock falls are haked by horizoncal berms or can be prevenced by local reinforcemenc, installed äs soon äs any excsssive risk is idencified. For these condidons [o be realised, one must be able co predict chese failures and their effects and co have mechods, prevencing chem, available. This paper describes a mean of improving ehe exisring mechods for ehe predicuon and prevendon of bench failures.
L INTRODUCTION
The methods used to determine ehe overall gradiencs of ehe slopes in open pic workings aim to sufficiendy eliminace all risk of failure on a scale cocnparable wich i:he pit wails. For chis ehe slopes musc be made shallow gradual and reinforcing measures must generally be applied. Mos; often these consisi of ensuring the drainage of the slopes and in limidng the effects of blasring (reinforcemenc is generally too cosdy in ehe case ofvery high slopes a-nd deep planes of failure).
TRADITIONAL METHODS OF STÜDYING THE STABILITY OF BENCHES

The traditional method
In order co esdmace ehe scabilicy of benches one generally uses ehe same methods äs chose used for [he pic walls or ehe slopes srudied in civil enginesnng (Hock and Bray, 1977, Hoek and Londe, 1976) . First chese methods consist of all of idendfying the mosi unfavourable mechanis-ms of potendal failure, based on the siruccure of the rock mass and which is more or less known betöre ehe excavadon (one is normally aware of the general fonn of the sü-aca and the large tectonic irregularities, the smaller discondnuities being ofcen modelled in the form of sets deflned by their average orientadon). Safety factors are then caiculaced for the mechanisms idendfied, then the gradiencs of the slopes are determined in such a way that the lower factors are greater than a cenain value selected by the geotechnician (äs a funcdon, especially, of the Situation of the working, the mechanism of the failure, the caiculadon model used and of the uncercainty affecdng the daca). The values selecred in the case of mining engineering are lower than those selecced in civil engineering. In effect, the life of mines is shoner than that of civil engineering Structures and the latter are noc open to the public, are frequented daily by know[edgeable staff and are regulariy inspecied.
Although the methods are well suiced co the case of the pit walls and intermediace high slopes in the case when one wishes to avoid any risk of failure during the period of exploitadon, we considered [hat they are less well adapced for evaluadng ehe risks relacing co failures ac ehe benches scale.
Limitations of the traditional method
Experience shows on the one hand, thac it is pracdcally impossible co avoid any risk of failure wich respecc to the benches and, on ehe ocher hand, chac a great number of failures are not dangerous, because the fallen blocks are halted by the horizontal berms separadng the benches. Indeed an inquiry (NGOT CONGOLO, 1990) The state of stabilicy thus deflned is direcdy relaied to the danger of rock collapse which could threaten the personnel moving about at the foot of the pit walls. Note that other paramecers recorded, such äs the difference between the angle provided for and the observed angle of the benches, or the percencage of pre-cut relief holes lhat are still visible, seem to be less represencadve of the danger. As a matter of fact the failures relaced to these could have occurred during blasdng or during the loading of the mined macerials and in chis case could never have consdtuced a danger. They correspond to very low safety faccors.
The tradidonal mechod does noc allow one co disdnguish in a sadsfaciory way, between dangerous and safe situadons by taking the example of wedge failures -it gives the largest unsiable volume thac may exisi in the case of a single failure (fig l a) buc it does noc disdnguish becween the case in which a large number of failures of such volume will aceually occur (fig Ib) and ehe case in which several failures of smaller volume will cccur. To evaluace this danger it is necessary co predict the spacial frequency of ehe failures and the probable volumes concemed. For thac ie is necessary eo cake inco consideradon ehe disrribudon in space of the discondnuities and their persisience, 3, PROBABILISTIC APPROACH TO BENCH STABILITY
Necessicy of a probabilistic approach
In order eo dimension ehe pic sides one tries to avoid any possibility of failure by choosing a mean safety coefficient sufficiently high to have a probabilicy of failure negligible or acceptable. One can then explain (or jusrify) the fact thac the probabilisdc aspect of the safety coefficient is rareiy allowed for in ehese studies. Anocher explanadon is provided by (Hoek &. Londe 1976) : " The eva-luadon of the stability in eerms of failure probability in itself presenis a problem, most custpmers refuse to accept thac their consuldng engineer or cheir design Office recognises that there exisis a probabilicy, even a smail probabilicy of failure". A cenain value of the safety factor (for example 1.3) may be considered äs sufficient, for one is accustomed to that, and experience indicates that stabilky will be assured, whereas a failure probability of l in 1000 or l in 100 which undoubtedly means exacdy the same thing, will be regarded wich misc-usi.
If one no longer tries to avoid any possibilicy of failure, and this is the case when one is demensioning the benches, it becomes necessary to predict the spadal frequency of the failures and the volumes concemed. A determinisdc method (using the mean values of the input paramaters) would provide unsiable average volumes. Rather than applying a safety factor to [hese volumes, it seems to us more realisdc to malte the probabilisric approach and thus to reason in terms of volume having a low probabilicy (chosen in advance) of being exceededFunhermore this type of approach should be more easily accepced by the miners in the contexi of the mine benches for it does noc exclude the possibility that; cercain failures will occur.
Methodoiogy proposed
Scru-c-tural Study and swislical treatment of discontinuines.
The structural study should lead to the idendficadon of the major dicondnuides at the bench scale, for example, the faults and the so-adgraphy äs well äs the different joints set. For the joints set, the orientadon, the extension and the spacing must be deflned stadsdcally. A large number of studies (HUDSON and al, 1983 ) (KABBAJJ989) have shown thac in the majority ofjointed rock masses the oriencadon is in accordance with a LANGEVIN-FISHER stadsrical law, the extension and the spacing obey exponendal and log-normal laws. The quality and the number of data guarantee a good siadsdcal definidon.
Geometrical modelling of the bench.
Once the discondnuides are determined and betöre scudying the stability of the bench, a seometric model of the bench is preoared with RESOBLOK (HELLIOT. 1988) a block generator Software.
The RESOBLOK Software requires, first of all, the definidon of a "zone of inceresi" in which the discondnuides of the rock mass will be simulaced. This zone is defmed by the heighc, the length and the width of the bench srudied. The discondnuides can then be placed in a determinisdc way, in ehe zone of incerest or creaced by simuladon on the basis of siadsdcal laws defining the distribudon of oriencadon and spacing of each set.,The extension of the discondnuides is incroduced by defining the blocks cuc ouc by the latter. For example, the diaclases of a cenain set can affect only the blocks siruated berween cwo given scradgraphic joints; in ocher words "they will stop" on diese joints: ic is a quesdon of a hierarchic approach in Order to simulate the discondnuous rock masses.
Generally it is difficult to esdmace the discondnuides extension on the field. Simuladon in the geomeo-ic model, by a so-ict method and taking inco account the hierarchy becween sets of fractures is noc easy. Thus, äs a first approximadon, and in the absence of any clear hierarchy between fTacmres, the extension may be considered on the scale of the bench. 
Fig. 2 : Visualisadon of ihe discondnuities nerwork of the bench -Simulation n°.l
decennine c and (p by back-analysis. This approach was used by (BAROUDI and al, 1990) and (RODE and ai, 1990) ; the values measured in the laboratory and those caiculaced by back-analysis were of ehe same order of magnitude. In order co simplify ehe back-analysis [he cohesion of the discononuiües may be assumed to be nil, for the latter are dose to the working faces and have thus been subject to the effects of blasring.
Distribution of unsiable blocks.
For stadstical äata on discontinuities ic is necessary to apply several Simulation processes to the same bench. Each Simulation provides a set of blocks for which the stabilicy has to be investigated in accordance wich the mechod previousiy explained. For each Simulation (i), the tocal volume (v p of the unstable biocks is one of the characteristic papameters of the stäte of srability of the bench. For a number (n) of simulacions, the (v.) consricuces a random variable (v) of mean (m) and Standard deviation (o).
v.) consricuces a
Geomechanical dam andstudies ofsiabuiry.
The geomecric modelling of the bench provides a group of blocks for which the scability has to be studied. The BSA Software has been wricten following RESOBLOK, k enables us to analyse the stabilüy ofsingle bloks . Tne fundamencal aisorichrn is thac of WARBÜRTON (WARBURTON^ 1981) and it comprises two stages :
-geometric analysis in Order co identify whecher the block is displaceable.
-mechanical analysis based on the limiting equilibrium of the block using ehe Mohr-Coulomb cricerion.
In the case of insrabilicy, three types of failure can be detennined; free fall, plane failure, or wedge failure. Tne rocadon is then analysed in accordance with ehe algorithm of (LIN and al, 198S) .
The propenies of the discondnuiries necessary for the analysis of stability are ehe cohesion (c) and the angle of friciion ((p). These are generally detennined in the laboratory by cmpirical (BARTON and 3.1, 1990) or experimencal mechods. If one has local failures on ehe scale of a given bench one can
In a large number of cases (HANTZ, 1990) and for a considerable number of simulations (discussed below), (v) follows an exponencial law. It i-s demonstraced (ASOF, 1991) -see APPENDIX A -thac the en-or relarive to the estimadon of (m) on the basis of (n) simuladons is 2 / (n + l), thus for 40 simuladons the eiror is less than 5 %. of the bench.
ANALYSIS OF THE STABILITY OF 22 BENCHES
Inßuence ofscale.
In reality the length of a bench can exceed 50 m or even 100 m. This raises the quesdon of what representadve length of bench should be modelled. This length must be determined by considering two criteria.
* The fracturadon must be homogeneous over the lengch considered. A reladvely long bench must be cuc into homogeneous secdons. * In the case of a homogeneous section the length (L) to be modelled musi be greater than the minimum length (Lmin). The lauer is defined such thac the mean of the total volumes of ehe unsiable blocks (m) is independenc ofL.
For example in the case of the bench previously referred to, (Lmin) is esdmated to be 8m. On five different sites 22 secdons of benches were seudied in accordance with the preceding method (NGOT, 1990) . In Order to campare the observadons in situ wich the results obcained by modelling, two global variables were selected.
* The qualitative variable "S täte of bench" introduced in chapter 2.2, which characterises the observed stace of srabilicy of ehe bench-* The variable (m): mean total volume previously discussed. To ensure that (m) was homogeneous througho.ut the different benches k was reduced co a length of 5 mecres.
Fig 5 represencs (m) äs a funcdon of the "State of the bench". For 22 benches, äs a whole there is a good degree ofcorreladon. The deviadons from this tendency thac were observed could be explained by:
-The subjecdve characcer of ehe variable "Stace of the bench". Only ehe extreme siaces are clearly discriminaced ('"very good" and *'bad"); imermediate Staces are generally noc clearly assessed.
-The geomechanical properdes of the fractures could noc be decermined for all the benches so cenain analyses are approximate.
In'the case of benches in very good condidon HOEK's tradidonal meihod offen gave "pessimisdc" results; greacer instabilides than were actually presenc. By the method proposed the results are more realisdc; this could be explained by the fact that one is ta-king inco account the dispersion around ehe average oriencadon and the average spacing. The angle and the oriencadon of the bench may be optimised by minimising the volume of the unstable blocks. Fig 6 shows , for the previous bench, thac the most unstable siace corresponds co an angle of 80°; this resuk is in effecc foreseable wuhouc special modelling. The most favourable oriencadon is 60°, the volume of unsiable blocks being smallest for the differenc angles.
As for the case of the orientation and the angles, differenc heighcs may be compared in accordance wich the crecerion of minimisadon of ehe volume of unstable blocks.
As to the width of the berm, (HANTZ, 1990) proposes a method -too" long to be explained in this paper -based on the distribudon of the lengch of heap of fallen blocks and inspired by the method of (MARTIN and al, 1978) . This width is determined from the results obcained wich RESOBLOK-BSA.
In the case of unstable blocks BSA provides the plan for reinforcement (number and oriencadon of boics) in accordance wich a method adapced from (SHI and al, 1983) . Developments are in progress to maJ<e it possible to evaluate a given sysrem of reinforcement. In this case it is a question of decerTnining the disiribution of the total volume of unsiable blocks in the case of the reinforced bench and chus comparmg different sysiems.
To make ehe mechod operacional for dimensioning in a given sice a scage of validadon is necessary. In the absence of quantitative data a comparaison of the condidon of the bench and the resuics of simuladons helps us to determine the validity of the approach.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a methodology has been propoded for studying the stability of the benches in open-pit mines in fractured rock masses. This methodology is based on geometric modelling of the bench, based on characterisarion of the secs of discontinuides. The stability is then considered by analysis ac the limiring equüibrium of single blocks. Several simuladons are carried out providing a stadstical distribudon of the volumes of unstable blocks.
This methodology has proved to be better adapced than the tradidonal mechods used at the slope scale. After validadon, even a summary validadon, the method can help in the dimensioning of the bench and in evaluadon of the reinforcement pattems.
BSA may also be adapted to improve the analysis of single blocks, for example to make it possible to amalgamate a limiced number of blocks and study the stability of ehe resuldng block. Nevertheless it is essendal that the principle of the method should remain simple (few parameters to be incroduced) and easy to use. v. is the total volume of instable blocks for simuladon number i. v. consdtutes a random variable v.
For the (n+l)" simuladon, one can write:
For an exponencial law of v,'\with 95% probability, we have :
Where X is the parameter of ehe law estimated bym":
From ( Im^-m^ | /m"<2/(n+l) (6).
